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Limitations of software and hardware used to manipulate graphic images. Hardware Hardware Digital camera



Scanner



Limitations of the Hardware • Not all cameras have good mega pixels. (Different types of cameras have all sorts’ mega pixels, which affect the quality of the image, it would be difficult to manipulate an image which isn’t clear.) • The battery life might be short and rubbish. (The battery might run out quickly and you might not get the chance to take the proper picture that you wanted, and also most cameras required to be recharged instead of new batteries being inserted.) • Sensitivity towards Hot weathers and climates. (Some cameras might not malfunction well in hot climates and will eventually overheat) • Key parts of the camera might get damaged if dropped.( Its always inevitable that you will drop your camera and b doing this key parts such as the lens or more can get damaged which might have to lead to repairs or just replacing it) • Complications on certain cameras. (Some certain cameras are a lot more difficult to use due to technical complications, which only causes difficulties for the user. • Outcome quality (sometimes the outcome of the scanned



document may vary from the actual physical document due to how good the scanner is or the lens of the scanner) • Maintenance (If a scanner is used regularly the lamps will have to be replaced occasionally to keep the quality of the documents at top level , and this cost a lot of money.) • Image size (some scanner can only scan documents that are A4 or smaller which can be a disadvantage to certain people.) • Slow (if you had to scan over 20 documents it would take a lot of time because you have to do it one after the other and page by page which can be time consuming)



Overall Both Hardware are still fantastic pieces of equipment because the limitations on both don’t make them completely useless or completely unable to use. Both have their advantages as well because they can capture images in two different types of way that are very important I everyday life. Software



Software Photoshop



Limitations of software • Cost (Different versions of Photoshop cost money with the more upgraded and better versions costing well into about 500+ pounds) • Not user friendly (Photoshop is very difficult to use



at first and takes a lot of practice and use to be able to use the application to its full potential) • Need latest software to run (with more and more versions coming out year after year, they require updated software and hardware for them to run properly and consistently.)



Aperture



• Cost (aperture doesn’t cost as much but its still cost money which will be very concerning towards certain people, aperture cost 60 pounds on the app store) • Not user friendly (Like Photoshop starting off on aperture as a new user is difficult because it takes a lot of time and practice to learn and be able to use the better features) • Only available on Mac (Apertures biggest disadvantage is that it is only available on Mac and not windows which will put a lot of people off because they would have to purchase a mac to use aperture whereas Photoshop is available on both mac and windows.)



Overall both software’s are both fantastic for manipulating images, even though they have limitations. If I were to pick I would pick Photoshop due to the fact that it’s available on both Main Operating systems, which is a big advantage for a lot of people. Editing wise they both boast a wild range of cool functionalities that will take some time and practice to get used to. Image reference: Camera- http://www.ephotozine.com/article/olympus-sp610uz-digital-camera-review-15939 Scanner http://www.santroncomputers.com/images/image_scanne r.jpg
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